MADE to STICK

SUCCESs Model
A sticky idea is understood, it’s remembered, and it changes something. Sticky ideas of all kinds—ranging from the “kidney thieves” urban
legend to JFK’s “Man on the Moon” speech—have six traits in common. If you make use of these traits in your communication, you’ll make
your ideas stickier. (You don’t need all 6 to have a sticky idea, but it’s fair to say the more, the better!)

PRINCIPLE 1
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PRINCIPLE 6

SUCCESs
SIMPLE

UNEXPECTED

Simple has two
meanings: CORE and
COMPACT. Your
single-mostimportant idea
should be your core
message. Make it
compact by using
analogies. Think
anchor & twist.
(Hands-only CPR)

To get attention,
crystallize and break
a schema. (100,000
errors per million!)
To hold attention,
use curiosity gaps.
(What are Saturn's
rings made of?) For
your message to
stick, your audience
has to WANT it.
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CONCRETE
To be concrete, use
sensory language. (A
bird in hand...)
People remember
visuals. (You wake
up in a bathtub full
of ice...) Remember
the table metaphor:
Support your points
with concrete stories
and examples.

CREDIBLE
Data makes messages
credible... but data
doesn't stick. So
make it human scale.
(As in the bottledwater thought
experiment.) Or let
your audience "see
for itself." (The exec
at Microsoft who
said, "Build an app.")

EMOTIONAL
Sticky ideas make
people care. And
that means we've got
to speak to the
Elephant. (Recall the
table full of gloves.)
Tap into real
emotion. (It's like
you wrote a big
check to your
competitors!)

STORIES
Stories incorporate
the other traits of
stickiness. And they
drive action through
simulation (what to
do) and inspiration
(the motivation to do
it). Remember the
story of the light
switch replaced in the
waiting room.
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